Missing Journals

APPEAL REPEATED

Below is a list of volumes of physics journals missing from science and institute libraries in Czechoslovakia [CS], Hungary [H], Poland [PL], and Romania [R]. The data were obtained in the EPS survey for the Library Aid programme carried out by E.W.A. Lingeman.

It is hoped that a similar survey will be carried out shortly for the remaining east and central European countries. Meanwhile, some of these countries have sent lists of missing journals to E.W.A. Lingeman (c/o EPS Budapest); others are invited to do the same.

A total of 161 volumes were donated following publication of the first list last July [EN 22 (1991) 144]. These volumes have been removed from the revised list given below.

If you wish to donate copies of any of the missing volumes please contact the EPS Secretariat, Budapest, giving details of the volume (volumes) available. You will then be sent the address of the library to which (they) should be forwarded.